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Abstract 

The knowledge representation system KL-ONE first appeared in 1977 . Until then 
many systems based on the idea of KL-ONE have been built. The formal model
theoretic semantics which has been introduced for KL-ONE languages [BL84] provides 
means for invest igating soundness and co mplete ness of inference algorithms. It 
turned out that almost all implemented KL-ONE systems such as BACK, KL-TWO , 

LOOM, NIKL , SB-ONE use sound but incomplete algorithms. 
Until recently, sound and complete algorithms for the basic reasoning faciliti es 

in these systems such as consistency checking, subsumption checking (classification) 
and realization were only known for rather trivial languages . However, in the last 
two years concept languages (term subsumption languages) have been thoroughly 
investigated (see for example [SS88,Neb90,HNS90,DHL *90]). As a result of these 
investigations it is now possible to provide sound and complete algorithms for rela
tively large concept languages. 

In this paper we desc rib e KRIS which is an implemented prototype of a KL-ONE 

system where all reasoning facilities are realized by sound and complete algorithms. 
This system can be used to investigate the behaviour of sound and complete al
gorithms in practical applications. Hopefully, this may shed a new light on the 
usefulness of complete algorithms for practical applications, even if their worst case 
complexity is NP or worse . 

KRIS provides a very expressive concept language, an assertional language, 
and sound and complete algorithms for reasoning. We have chosen the concept 
language such that it contains most of the constructs used in KL-ONE systems with 
the obvious restriction that the interesting inferences such as consistency checking, 
subsumption checking, and realization are decidable. The assertional language is 
similar to languages normally used in such systems. The reasoning component of 
KRIS depends on sound and complete algorithms for reasoning facilities such as 
consistency checking, subsumption checking , retrieval, and querying . 
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1 Introduction and Motivation 

In the last decade many knowledge representation systems in the tradition of KL-ONE 

[BS85] have been built, for example BACK [NvL88, Neb90], CLASSIC [BBMR89], KANDOR 

[Pat84]' KL-TWO [ViI85], KRYPTON [BPGL85], LOOM [MB87], NIKL [KBR86], SB-ONE 

[Kob89]. A common feature of these systems is the separation of the knowledge into 
a terminological part and an assertional part. Knowledge about classes of individuals 
and relationships between these classes is stored in the TBox, and knowledge concerning 
particular individuals can be described in the ABox. 

The TBox formalism provides a concept language (or term subsumption language) for 
the definition of concepts and roles, where concepts are interpreted as sets of individuals 
and roles as binary relations between individuals. Starting with primitive concepts and 
roles the language formalism is used to build up more complex concepts and roles. 

For example, assume that person, female , and shy are primitive concepts, and child 
and femaleJelati ve are primitive roles. Taking the connectives concept conjunction 
(and), disj unction (or), and negation (not) one can express "persons who are fema.le or 
not shy" by 

(and person (or female (not shy)) ). 

Since concepts are interpreted as sets, concept conjunction can be interpreted as set in
tersection, concept disjunction as set union, and negation of concepts as set complement. 
In addition to these operations on sets one can also employ roles for the definition of 
new concepts . Value restrictions can be used for instance to describe "individuals for 
whom all children are female" by the expression (all child female). Number rest7'ic
tions allow for instance to describe "individuals having at most three children" by the 
expression (atmost 3 child) . Beside the above mentioned constructs there are other 
well-known concept-forming constructs which are available in KRIS (see Section 2). An 
example for a role-forming construct is the conjunction of roles. We can define the role 
(and child femaleJelative), which intuitively yields the role daughter. The concept 
language presented in the next section also provides functional roles, so-called attributes. 
These attributes are interpreted as partial functions and not as arbitrary binary rela
tions. Natural examples for attributes may be father or first..name. An agreement 
between two attribute chains for example allows to describe "individuals whose father 
and grandfather have the same first name" by the expression 

(equal (compose father f i rst..name) (compose father father first..name)) . 

Interestingly, agreements between attribute chains do not make reasoning in the language 
undecidable[HN90], whereas agreements between arbitrary role chains cause undecida.bil
ity [Sch89] . 

The basic reasoning facilities concerning the TBox are the determination whether a 
concept denotes nothing, i.e., whether a concept denotes the empty set in every inter
pretation, and the computation of the subsumption hierarchy. A concept C subsumes 
(is more general than) a concept D iff in every interpretation the set denoted by C is a 
superset of the set denoted by D. 

The ABox formalism consists of an assertional language which allows the introduction 
of individuals to express facts about a concrete world. One ·can state that individuals are 
instanc~s of concepts, and that pairs of individuals are instances of roles or attributes. 

The reasoning facilities concerning both the TBo~ and the ABox are classified as 
follows. We need algorithms for inferences such as 
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• checking the consistency of the represented knowledge, 

• given an individual of the ABox, compute the most specific concepts in the TBox 
this individual is instance of, 

• computing all individuals of the ABox that are instances of a given concept. 

The formal model-theoretic semantics which has been introduced for KL-ONE lan
guages [BL84] provides means for investigating soundness and completeness of inference 
algorithms. It turned out that the above mentioned systems use sound but incomplete 
algorithms. If a sound but incomplete subsumption algorithm detects a subsumption 
relation, this relation really exists; but if it fails to recognize that a concept subsumes 

another one, then we do not know anything. A subsumption relation mayor may not 
exist. Thus, the results of the algorithms only partially coincides with what the formal 
semantics expresses. 1 

Until recently, sound and complete algorithms for the above mentioned inferences and 
for the subsumption problem were only known for rather trivial languages which explains 
the use of incomplete algorithms in existing KL - ONE systems . Another argument in favour 
of incomplete algorithms was that for many languages the subsumption problem is at 
least NP-hard [LB87, Neb88]. Consequently, complete algorithms have to be intractable, 
whereas incomplete algorithms may still be polynomial. However, one should keep in mind 
that these complexity results are worst case results. It is not at all clear how complete 
algorithms may behave for typical knowledge bases. 

In [SS88 , HNS90, Ho190a] it is shown how to devise sound and complete algorithms 
for the above mentioned inferences in various concept languages. Thus it has become 
possible to implement a KL-ONE system (KRIS) which provides 

• a very expressive concept language, 

• powerful reasoning facilities , and 

• sound and complete algo~ithms for these facilities. 

The purpose of this paper is as follows. Firstly, we will enumerate the language con
structs which are available in KRIS, and will give a formal semantics for their meaning. 
We have chosen the concept language such that it contains most of the constructs used in 
KL-ONE systems with the obvious restriction that the interesting inferences such as con
sistency checking, subsumption checking, and realization are decidable. Of course, taking 
such a large language means that the complexity of the inference algorithms is relatively 
high. But KRIS also provides faster algorithms for certain sublanguages. 2 Secondly, 
we will describe the inference mechanisms provided by KRIS. Finally, we will give an 
overview of the implemented KRIS system. 

1 But see Patel-Schneider who uses a four-valued semantics to formally describe the behaviour of an 
algorithm which is incomplete w.r .t. two-valued semantics. 

2That coincides with what Ramesh Patil proposed at the Workshop on Term Subsumption Languages 
in Knowledge Representation: "He therefore strongly opposed any attempt to further restrict the ex
pressiveness of TSL (term subsumption language) systems. Instead, he proposed that such systems be 
configured on a "pay as you go" basis-if the application uses only a small portion of the expressive 
power of the TSL, then everything will be fast; if more expressive power is used, then the system may 
slow down, but still be able to represent and reason with the knowledge given to it ." (see [PSO·90]). 
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2 Formalisms for Representing Knowledge 

In this section we will introduce the formalisms for representing knowledge in KRIS. 
In Subsection 2.1 the syntax and semantics of the concept language and terminological 
axioms is presented. In Subsection 2.2 the assertional language and its semantics is 
introduced. 

2.1 The Concept Language Underlying }eRIS 

Assume that we have three disjoint alphabets of symbols, called concept names, role 
names, and attribute names. The special concept name *top* is called top concept. 

The sets of concept terms, role terms, and attribute terms are inductively defined as 
follows. Every concept name is a concept term, every role name is a role term, and 
every attribute name is an attribute term. Now let G, Gl , ... , Gk be concept terms, R, 
R l , ... ,R/ be role terms, I, g, II, ... , 1m be at tri bu te terms already defined, and let n be 
a nonnegative integer. Then 

(and G} ... Ck ), 

(or C I ... Ck ), 

(not G), 
(all R C), (all I C), 
(some R C), (some I c), 
(atleast n R) 
(atmost n R) 
(equal I g), 
(not-equa l I g) 

are concept terms, 

( and R 1 ... Rt), 
(restr R C), 

are role terms, and 

(and II ... 1m), 
(compose !I .. ·Im) 

are attribute terms. 

(conj unction) 
(disj unction) 
(negation) 
(value restriction) 
(exists restriction) 

(number restrictions) 

(agreement) 
(disagreement) 

(role conj unction) 
(restriction) 

( at tri bu te conj unction) 
( composition) 

So-called terminological axioms are used to introduce names for concept, role, and 
attribute terms. A finite set of such axioms satisfying certain restrictions is called a ter
minology (TBox). There are three different ways of introducing new concepts (respectively 
roles or attributes) into a terminology. 

Let A (P, J) be a concept (role, attribute) name, and let C (R, g) be a concept (role, 
attribute) term. By the terminological axioms 

(defprimconcept A), (defprimrole P), (defprimattribute J) 

new concept, role, and attribute names are introduced without restricting their interpre
tation. The terminological axioms 

(defprimconcept A C), (defprimrole P R), (defprimattribute I g) 
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impose necessary conditions on the interpretation of the introduced concept, role, and 
attribute names. Finally, one can impose necessary and sufficient conditions by the ter
minological axioms 

(defconcept A C), (defrole P R), (defattribute f g). 

A terminology (TBox) T is a finite set of terminological axioms with the additional 
restriction that (i) every concept, role, and attribute name may appear at most once 
as a first argument of a terminological axiom in T (unique definition), and (ii) T must 
not contain cyclic definitions (acyclici ty). For a discussion of terminological cycles see 
[Neb88, Baa90a]. 

A terminology which describes knowledge about persons and relationships between 
persons is shown in Figure 1. At first, the attribute sex and the concept male is intro-

(defprimattribute sex) 
(defprimconcept male) 
(defprimconcept female ( not male)) 
(defprimconcept person (some sex (or male female))) 
(defprimrole child) 
(defconcept parent (and person (some child person))) 
(defconcept mother (and parent (some sex female))) 
(defconcept father (and parent (not mother))) 
(defconcept grandparent (and parent (some child parent))) 
(defconcept parenLwi th_two_children (a nd parent (atleast 2 child))) 
(defconcept parent_with_sons_only (and parent (all child (some sex male)))) 

Figure 1: A terminology (TBox). 

duced. The axioms which define the concepts female and person can be read as follows: 
"no individual is both male and female,,3, and "a person has sex male or female." These 
axioms impose necessary conditions on the interpretation of the introduced concepts. The 
definition of the concept parent impose necessary and sufficient conditions: "an individ
ual is a parent if and only if it is a person and has some child who is a person." The other 
concepts are defined such that they correspond to their intuitive meaning. 

We will now give a formal model-theoretic semantics for the concept language and the 
terminological axioms. An interpretation I consists of a set /:).I (the domain of I) and 
a function .T (the interpretation function of I). The interpretation function maps every 
concept name A to a subset AI of 6J, every role name P to a subset pI of /:).I x /:).I, 
and every attribute name f to a partial function fI from /:).I to /:).I . With dom fI we 
denote the domain of the partial function fI (i.e., the set of elements of /:).I for which f 
is defined). 

The interpretation function-which gives an interpretation for concept, role, and at
tribute names-can be extended to concept, role, and attribute terms as follows. Let C, 
C l , ... , Ck be concept terms, R, RI,"" R/ role terms, f, g, fI,"" fm attribute terms, 
and let n be a nonnegative integer. Assume that CI, Cf, ... , CI, RI , Rf, ... , Rf, fI, gI, 

3 A more intensional input language which , for instance, provides disjointness axioms, could of course 
be useful (cf. Summary and Outlook). 
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ff, ... ,f!n are already defined. Then 

(*top* )I .- t::,.I 

(and G1 ... Gk)I .- Gf n ... n Gf 
(or G1 ..• Gk)I .- cf U ... U Cf 

(not G)I .- t::,.I \ GI 

(all R C)I .- {a E t::,.I I Vb: (a,b) E RI:::} bE GI } 
(all f G)I .- { a E t::,.I I a E domfI :::} fI(a) E GI } 

(some R G)I .- {a E t::,.I I :3b: (a,b) E RI I\bE GI } 
(some f G)I .- { a E domfI I fI(a) E CI } 

(atleast n R)I .- {a E t::,. I I I {b E t::,. I I (a, b) E RI} I ~ n} 
(atmost n R)I .- {a E t::,. I I I {b E t::,. I I (a, b) E RI} I S; n} 

(equalfg)I .- { a E domfI n domgI I fI(a) = gI(a)} 
(not-equal f g)I .- { a E domfI n domgI I fI(a) =I gI(a)} 
(and R 1 ... R1)I .- Rf n ... n Rf 

(restr R G)I .- { (a,b) E t::,.I X t::,.I I (a,b) E RI 1\ b E GI } 
(and fl ... fm)I .- ff n ... n f!n 

(compose fl ... fm)I .- ff 0 ... 0 f!n, 

where IXI denotes the cardinality of the set X and 0 denotes the composition of functions. 
Note, that if ff, ... ,f!n are partial functions, then ff n ... n f~ and ff 0 ... 0 j~ are also 
partial functions. 

The semantics of terminological axioms is now defined as follows. An interpretation 
I satisfies the terminological axiom 

(defprimconcept A G) iff AI C GI - , 
(defconcept A C) iff AI = GI , 
(defprimrole P R) iff pI C RI - , 
(defrole P R) iff pI = RI, 
(defprimattribute j g) iff jI ~ gI, 
(defattribute j g) iff jI = gI, 

where A (P, 1) is a concept (role, attribute) name, and G (R, g) is a concept (role, 
attribute) term. Note that the terminological axioms (defprimconcept A), (defprimrole P), 
and (defprimattribute 1) are satisfied in every interpretation by the definition of inter
pretation. An interpretation I is a model for a TBox T iff I satisfies all terminological 
axioms in T. 

2.2 Assertions 

The assertional formalism allows to introduce objects (individuals). We can describe a 
concrete world by stating that objects are instances of concepts, and that pairs of objects 
are instances of roles or attributes. 

Assume that we have a further alphabet of symbols, called object names. Names for 
objects are introduced by assertional axioms which have the form 

(assert-ind_,a G), (assert-ind a b R), (assert-ind a b g), 

where a, b are object names, and C (R, g) is a concept (role, attribute) term. A world 
description (ABox) is a finite set of assertional axioms. 

Figure 2 shows an example of an ABox. This ABox describes a world in which Tom is 
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(assert-ind Tom father) 
(assert-ind Tom Peter child) 
(assert-ind Mary parenLwi th_sons_only) 
(assert-ind Mary Tom child) 

(assert-ind Tom Harry child) 

(assert-ind Mary Chris child) 

Figure 2: A world description (ABox). 

father of Peter and Harry. Furthermore, Mary has only sons; two of them are Tom and 
Chris. 

Note that an ABox can be considered as a relational database where the arity of each 
tuple is either one or two. However, in contrast to the closed world semantics which 
is usually employed in databases, we assume an open world semantics, since we want to 
allow for incomplete knowledge. Thus, we cannot conclude in the above example that Tom 
has exactly two children, since there may exist a world in which Tom has some additional 
children. 

The semantics of object names and assertional axioms is defined as follows. The 
interpretation function .I of a TBox interpretation I can be extended to object names 
by mapping them to elements of the domain such that aI i= bI if a i= b. This restriction 
on the interpretation function ensures that objects with different names denote different 
individuals in the world. It is called unique name assumption, which is usually also 
assumed in the database world. 

Let a, b be object names, C (R, g) be a concept (role, attribute) term. An interpre
tation I satisfies the assertional axiom 

(assert-ind a C) 
(assert-ind a b R) 
(assert-ind a b f) 

iff 
iff 
iff 

aI E CI 

(aI, bI) E RI 
fI(a I ) =~. 

The semantics of an ABox together with a TBox is defined as follows. We say that 
an interpretation I is a model for an ABox A W.r. t. a TBox T if I satisfies all assertional 
axioms in A and all terminological axioms in T. 

3 Reasoning 

In this section we describe the inference mechanisms provided by KRIS. The reasoning 
component of KRIS allows to make knowledge explicit which is only implicitly repre
sented in an ABox and a TBox. For example, from the TBox and Abox given in the 
previous section one can conclude that Mary is a grandparent, though this knowledge is 
not explicitly stored in the ABox. 

An obvious requirement on the represented knowledge is that it should be consistent 
since everything would be deducible from inconsistent knowledge (from a logical point 
of view). If, for example, an ABox contains the axioms (assert-ind Chris mother) and 
(assert-ind Chris father), then the system should detect this inconsistency.4 The under
lying model-theoretic semantics allows a clear and intuitive definition of consistency. We 
say that an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T is consistent if it has a model. Thus, we have the 

Consistency problem: Does there exist a model for A w.r.t. T ? 

4However, in general it is not always as easy as in this example to check whether the represented 
knowledge is consistent. 
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Beside an algorithm for checking consistency of an ABox w.r.t. a TBox feR-IS provides 
algorithms for the basic reasoning facilities such as subsumption and instantiation. 

We say that a concept term C subsumes a concept term D iff C1 2 D1 in every 
interpretation I. Thus, an algorithm for checking subsumption takes concept terms C 
and D as arguments and has to solve the 

Subsumption problem: Does C subsume D ? 

The subsumption problem in concept languages has been thoroughly investigated in [SS88, 
HNS90, DHL *90]. In these papers subsumption algorithms for various concept languages 
and sublanguages are given and their computational complexity is discussed. In fact, 
the papers do not directly describe subsu~ption algorithms but algorithms for a closely 
related problem. These algorithms check whether a given concept term C is meaningful, 
i.e., whether there exists an interpretation I such that C1 =I- 0. Since C subsumes D if 
and only if (and D (not C))1 = 0 for every interpretation I, these algorithms can also be 
used to decide subsumption. 

An algorithm for instantiation decides whether an assertional axiom is deducible from 
the represented knowledge. More formally, let a be an assertional axiom. We say that 
an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T implies a iff all models for A w.r.t. T satisfy a, written 
A, T F a. Thus we define the 

Instantiation problem: Is a implied by A and T ? 

If 0' is of the form (assert-ind a b R) or (assert-ind a b 1), then it is relatively easy to solve 
the instantiation problem since the concept language allows only few constructs to build 
complex role or attribute terms. If 0' is of the form (assert-ind a C) , the instantiation 
problem can be reduced to the consistency problem using the well-known deduction the
orem. In [Ho190aJ a sound and complete algorithm for the consistency and instantiation 
problem is given. 

feR-IS also provides algorithms which find out certain relationships between the de
fined concepts, roles, attributes, and objects. These algorithms are based on the algo
rithms for subsumption and instantiation. Assume that T is a TBox and A is an ABox. 

The subsumption hierarchy is the preordering of the concept names in T W.r. t . the 
subsumption relation. The so-called classifie1' has to solve the 

Classification problem: Compute the subsumption hierarchy. 

Given an object in A, one wants to know the set of concept names in T which describe 
it most accurately. To be more formal, let a be an object occurring in A. The set of most 

specialized concepts of a is a set {AI,"" An} of concept names occurring in T such that 

1. A, T F (assert-ind a A;), 

2. for every Ai there does not exist a concept name A in T such that A, T F 
(assert-ind a A), Ai subsumes A, and A does not subsume Ai, and 

3. for every concept name A in T such that A, T F (assert-ind a A), there exists an 
Ai such that A subsumes Ai. 

'rhe first condition means that each Ai is in fact a description of a. The second condition 
guarantees that the set contains only the smallest description w.r.t. the subsumption 
relation, and the third condition means that we do not omit any nonredundant description. 
Thus, to describe an object most accurately we need an algorithm for the 
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Realization problem: Compute for an object in A the set of most specialized concepts 
in T. 

Conversely, we want to know the objects of A which are instances of a given concept 
term. Let C be a concept term. The set INST( C) contains all the objects al, ... , an of 
A such that A, T F= (assert-ind ai C) holds. We have the 

Retrieval problem: Compute for a given concept term the set INST( C). 

4 K'RIS: the Overall Structure 

In this section we give a short description of KRIS. The representation component 
offers the formalisms presented in Section 2: a very expressive concept language and an 
assertionallanguage which is similar to the languages used in most KL-ONE systems. The 
reasoning component of KRTS provides sound and complete algorithms which solve the 
problems mentioned in the previous section. 

KRTS is implemented in Symbolics Common Lisp on a Symbolics Lisp machine. The 
main menu of KRTS is shown in Figure 3. 

MAIN MENU 
TBOX-Handler 
ABOX -Hand I er 

Algorithms 
Inferences 

Utilities 
System-Status 

Help 
Quit 

Figure 3: KRIS main menu. 

Clicking one of the menu items causes KRIS to generate submenus. They allow the 
following operations. 

• The TBox-Handler organizes the treatment of terminologies. That means, it can be 
used to create, load, edit, and delete TBoxes. 

, 
• Similarly, the ABox-Handler manages ABoxes. 

• The item Algorithms allows to choose an appropriate algorithm. We have imple
mented several algorithms for the inferences which are based on different data
structures. Furthermore, for some sublanguages of the concept language presented 
in Section 2 we have implemented optimized algorithms. 

• We can start a chosen algorithm using Inferences. KRIS provides algorithms which 
solve the consistency problem, the subsumption problem, the instantiation problem, 
the classification problem, the realization problem, and the retrieval problem. 

• Utilities provides possibilities to measure the run-time of algorithms. 

• Help and System-Status give more informations about the system. 
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KRIS can be used as follows. First of all, the user has to edit the terminological and 
assertional knowledge of the domain of interest using TBox-Handler and ABox-Handler. 
Assume that the TBox of Figure 1 and the ABox of Figure 2 have been edited, and 
hence are known to KRIS. The consistency algorithm will find out that the represented 
knowledge is consistent. That means, there exists a model for the ABox W.r.t. the TBox. 
The classification algorithm computes the subsumption hierarchy as shown in Figure 4. 

" 

Figure 4: The subsumption hierarchy of the TBox given in Figure 2. 

One can use the instantiation algorithm to get the most accurate information about 
an object. For example, the algorithm will detect the following relationships: 

object 

Tom 
Mary 

mos t s pecialize d conce pts 

father , parent_wi th_two_children 
parent_with_two_children, grandparent,parent_with_sons_only 

The retrieval algorithm computes for a given concept term the objects of the ABox 
which are instances of it: 

concept term 
grandparent 

parenLwi th_two_children 
(some sex male) 

objects 
Mary 

Mary, Tom 
Tom, Chris 

That means, for instance, (i) the fact that Tom and Chris have sex male is implied by 
the represented knowledge, and (ii) for the other objects in A this property cannot be 
concluded. 

The user may cause KRIS to compute for a given TBox and ABox (i) the subsumption 
hierarchy, (ii) for every object in the ABox the most specialized concepts, and (iii) for 
every concept name in the TBox the objects which are instances of it.s After KRIS has 
once determined these structures, it is able to access this information efficiently. Note that 
only a small amount of memory is needed to store this information. Consequently, the 
subsumption problem and the retrieval problem for concepts defined in the TBox, and the 
instantiation problem can afterwards be solved very fast by looking into the precomputed 
struct u res. 

At any time the user may add terminological and assertional axioms to an already 
existing TBox and ABox. As~ume that KRIS has computed the structures. mentioned 

5The idea that some 'of the important inferences can be computed in advance was already used in the 
original KL-ONE system . Cf. [8S85] p. 178: "In KL-ONE the network (i .e. the subsumption hierarchy) is 
computed first from the forms of descriptions, and subsumption questions are always read off from the 
hierarchy." 
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before. In this case feR-IS gives the user the possibility to update these structures. If a 
terminological axiom is added, then, for instance, the subsumption hierarchy is enlarged 
by the inserting concept name defined by the axiom at the appropriate place. 

5 Summary and Outlook 

The feR-IS system which has been presented in this paper distinguishes itself from all 
the other implemented KL-ONE based systems in that it employs complete inference algo
rithms. Nevertheless its concept language is relatively large. Of course, the price one has 
to pay is that the worst case complexity of the algorithms is worse than NP. But it is not 
clear whether the behaviour for "typical" kn'owledge bases is also that bad. An important 
reason for implementing the feR-IS system was that it could be used to investigate this 
question. 

Thus an important part of our future work will be to test the system with typical 
applications. In addition, we intent to further extend the system. On the one hand, 
we want to integrate the possibility to refer to concrete domains (such as integers, real 
numbers, strings, etc.) in the definition of concepts [BH90]. On the other hand, we will 
allow further concept forming operators such as qualified number restrictions [HoI90b] 
and role forming operators such as transitive closure of roles [Baa90a] (at least for a 
sublanguage of the presented concept language); for additional constructs see [BBHH*90]. 

Another point is that until now the user has to specify, which algorithm should be 
used. In an improved feR-IS version, this system will itself choose the optimal algorithm 
by inspecting what combination of language constructs are used. 

The main objective of our research group WINO- as a part of the larger project 
AKA (Autonomous Cooperating Agents)- is the investigation of logical foundations of 
knowledge representation formalisms which can be used for applications in cooperating 
agent scenarios [BM90]. Thus our long term goals also comprise further extensions of 
feR-IS such as 

• a constrained-based approach for integrating full first order predicate logics with con
cept languages [BBHNS90, Bur90] which can be used to represent non-taxonomical 
knowledge, 

• modal-logical approaches for the integration of knowledge concernIng time and 
space. 
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